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BRM 
Fully Cooked Pork Loin Ribs

The BRM Loin ribs is available in different 
calibrated rack sizes:

❖ Medium 350 – 450g 

❖ Large 500 – 650g 

❖ Extra Large 650+g

The BRM Loin rib come fully cooked with a 
sweet and sticky BBQ sauce. In a ratio of 70% 
Meat - 30% Sauce

The product has a 12 month frozen shelf life, 
and a chilled unopened shelf life of 2 weeks.

Characteristics of a BRM Loin rib

❖ Clean eating and well trimmed product 
with no soft bone

❖ High meat content as the bone are thin 
and round

❖ Always juicy and always succulent

❖ Fall off the bone tender

❖ Flavored in the BRM unique sweet BBQ 
sauce

Preparation instructions:

As the product is fully cooked the Chef/Cook 
just needs to heat the product up and 
caramelize the outside. Not more than 10 
minutes in an oven or gas/charcoal grill.



BRM 
Fully Cooked St Louis Style 

Pork Belly Ribs

The St Louis style Belly rib is available in 
different calibrated rack sizes:

❖ Medium 350 – 450g

❖ Large 500 – 650g -

The BRM St Louis style belly ribs come fully 
cooked with a sweet and sticky BBQ sauce. In a 
ratio of 70% Meat - 30% Sauce

The product has a 12 month frozen shelf life, 
and a chilled unopened shelf life of 2 weeks.

Characteristics of a BRM St Louis Style belly rib

❖ The St Louis style is a trimmed belly rib in a 
rectangular shape with majority of the soft 
bone trimmed off

❖ Good meat content even though the bones 
are thinner and wider

❖ Always juicy and always succulent

❖ Fall off the bone tender

❖ Flavored in the BRM unique sweet BBQ 
sauce

Preparation instructions: 

As the product is fully cooked the Chef/Cook 
just needs to heat the product up and 
caramelize the outside. Not more than 10 
minutes in an oven or gas/charcoal grill.



BRM
Fully Cooked Pork Belly 

Spare Ribs

The Belly spare rib is available in a whole rack 
only.

The BRM belly spare ribs come fully cooked 
with a sweet and sticky BBQ sauce. In a ratio 
of 70% Meat - 30% Sauce

The product has a 12 month frozen shelf life, 
and a chilled unopened shelf life of 2 weeks.

Characteristics of a BRM belly spare rib

❖ The whole belly come in a whole cage

❖ Good meat content even though the bones 
are thinner and wider

❖ Always juicy and always succulent

❖ Fall off the bone tender

❖ Flavored in the BRM unique sweet BBQ 
sauce

Preparation instructions:

As the product is fully cooked the Chef/Cook 
just needs to heat the product up and 
caramelize the outside. Not more than 10 
minutes in an oven or gas/charcoal grill.



BRM 
Fully Cooked Value 
Added Chicken Range
The Chicken range consists of:

❖ Chicken wing drumettes

❖ 3 joint chicken wings

❖ Chicken leg quarters

❖ Roasted Chicken range

The BRM Chicken range comes in three standard sauces 
in the ratio of 70% meat and 30% sauce

❖ Lemon and Herb

❖ BBQ

❖ A spicy Peri -Peri

The product has a 12 month frozen shelf life, and a 
chilled unopened shelf life of 2 weeks.

Characteristics of the Chicken range

❖ Always juicy and always succulent

❖ Fall off the bone tender

❖ Good meat content

❖ The flavor penetrates the flesh and as a result the 
product is very flavorful

Preparation instructions:

As the product is fully cooked the Chef/Cook just needs 
to heat the product up and caramelize the outside. Not 
more than 10 minutes in an oven or on a gas/charcoal 
grill.



BRM 
Pulled Pork Range

The BRM Pulled Pork range consists of two variants

❖ Pre-shredded and sauced for the ultimate convenience

❖ Whole muscle product ready to shred

The BRM pulled pork comes with the BBQ sauce in the ratio of 60% 
meat and 40% sauce

The pulled pork has a 12 month frozen shelf life, and a chilled 
unopened shelf life of 7 days

Characteristic of the pulled range

❖ Very juicy and succulent

❖ Lots of flavor as the shredded meat is in the sauce.

Preparation instructions:

As the product is fully cooked the Chef/Cook just needs to heat the 
product up and caramelize the outside. Not more than 10 minutes 
in an oven or on a flat top grill



Retail packaging
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Retail packaging
St Louis Style Belly 
Rib



Retail packaging
Spare Rib and Pulled 
Pork
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